
Successful Virtual Event 
Sponsorships with Brella
How to sponsor a virtual Brella event with measurable ROI



Meaningful meetings with potential buyers: No matter if 

sponsoring a physical or a virtual event, sponsors are looking 

for ROI in terms of sales. Deliver them what they want with 

meaningful meetings with potential buyers.

Trackable data to justify the sponsor investment: A 

sponsorship agreement is a promise, and your sponsors 

expects you to deliver. Brella sponsor dashboard gives you 

the numbers you need to rebook your sponsor for the next 

event.

Completely new opportunities for maximised exposure: 

Brella platform is the event venue for your virtual event. Your 

attendees will spend a lot of time on Brella. Make sure your 

sponsors get their fair share of that attention.

How does Brella deliver 
ROI for your sponsors?



No matter if sponsoring a physical or a virtual event, 
sponsors are looking meaningful meetings with 
potential buyers.



We are working with the leading event organizers in the world
Over 1,000 events in 2019           |          538,500 1:1 meetings          |          59 different countries



Virtual sponsor booths       |       1:1 video meetings      |    Sponsor chat 

Who met with whom         |       Who attended the sponsored session       |        Who is looking for your services

Sponsored live streams         |       Product presentations       |       Sponsor ads       |       Virtual venue branding

Facetime with 
warm leads

Meaningful 
exposure

Data of ROI

Virtual events provide completely new opportunities for your 
sponsors to reach their goals



Sponsors and exhibitors want leads and 
meetings. No worries, we got you 
covered

Attendees can easily find sponsor 
representatives at their booth and book 
1:1 inbound meetings with them

Sponsors can add their product video, 
create a material bank, and chat with 
people who are excited about their 
solutions 

Generate revenue with 
virtual booths

Facetime with 
warm leads



Take your virtual event sales 
meetings to the next level with 
1:1 video meetings

Make your attendees and sponsors’ 
life easy with virtual meetings

Your sponsor representative wants to 
invite a colleague to the call? No 
problem

Screen sharing and so much more is 
also available!

Facetime with 
warm leads



Meaningful 
exposure

Your attendees can enjoy your 
sponsor’s amazing content and 
interact with others at the same time

Modern experience is essential for 
attendee satisfaction

Live or on-demand content, you 
decide

Let your sponsors offer engaging 
live stream experiences to your 
attendees



Your sponsors can be highlighted in 
the top matches we suggest to your 
attendees

The promotion acts similar to a 
regular attendee profile, but when 
booking a meeting, it will take 
attendees to the sponsor profile and 
offer a list of suitable representatives 
to meet.

An ad without a call-to-action doesn’t 
bring a lot of value. Brella sponsor 
ads can make sure your sponsors get 
meeting traffic

Sponsor ads with a concrete 
call-to-action generate more inbound 
meetings to your sponsors

Meaningful 
exposure



Give the spotlight to your top sponsors in 
your virtual venue

Sponsor exposure on event hero image 
makes sure every attendee notices who 
your biggest partners are

Meaningful 
exposure
Virtual venue supports completely 
new branding opportunities



Push notifications: Reach attendees 
via push notifications and encourage 
them to visit sponsor’s virtual booth 
or sign up for a free online product 
demo.

Registration: Add Logo + promotional 
text in registration email and 
trackable links for guaranteed 
exposure for all attendees registering 
to the event

Pre-Event Marketing and Brand 
Exposure: Pre-event marketing can 
start even 2 months prior the event 
days in Event Webpages, Social 
media and with Email marketing.

Unleash your creative side with limitless 
possibilities in virtual events

Meaningful 
exposure



In virtual events it’s important to be 
able to prove the sponsor ROI

You will have access to all the 
sponsor data: 
● how many interactions, 
● meetings, 
● who met with whom, 
● how many times the sponsor ad 

was viewed and clicked, 
● who attended your sponsored 

session

This means you have full 
transparency into how your most 
important sponsors succeeded at 
your event

Better sponsor/exhibitor 
retention rates

Data of 
sponsorship ROI



Matchmaking categories tell your 
sponsors who are looking for 
their services

Data of 
sponsorship ROI

We track the data of every 
matchmaking selection your 
attendees make.

The categories can be fully 
customizable for your sponsor’s 
needs so connecting the supply 
and demand at your event is made 
simple

Your sponsors will have all this 
data at their fingertips after the 
event,  it’s like a free market 
research for them



We also promise full support of our consultants 
and experts to ensure your sponsors’ switch to 
online is painless and stress-free

Brella is the right partner for you 
to take your sponsors’ success 
from offline to online


